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INTRODUCTION

Computerized mammographic density measurements have been linked to breast cancer risk; the greater the breast density, the higher the risk of breast cancer. Our goals are to confirm if these observations are true within pairs of identical twins, to determine the heritability of mammographic density by comparison of the similarity in density between the members of monozygotic and dizygotic twin pairs, and to determine if adult exposures and experiences related to breast cancer risk result in modifications of mammographic density by comparing the densities in exposed twins to the densities of their unexposed co-twins.

BODY

There are no changes in the specific aims of the study. Until the stage of analysis, the workscope required by each of these three aims is identical, since all comparisons are between measures of mammographic density obtained after scanning the mammograms that have been obtained from the twins’ providers. To maintain blind readings of the mammograms, it is preferable that neither breast cancer status, nor zygosity, nor history of breast cancer risk factors be available to the reader. Therefore the progress achieved is joint progress toward all aims.

KEY RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS

- In the first year of the grant we developed and tested the interview instrument, and designed a tracking database for the purpose of following progress in the collection and review of mammograms from each eligible twin.

- At the completion of the first year we had contacted and obtained consent from the members of 347 pairs, but had not yet begun collection of mammograms, largely because the equipment requested was unavailable. That scanner and accompanying computer (the sole object of this DOD award) was received and put into operation, and additional personnel for purposes of interviewing have been engaged.

- To date we have generated contact forms (i.e. entered into the database) 1922 individuals representing 961 pairs.

- Of these, we have contacted 1255 individuals, consisting of both twins from 569 pairs and 117 first-contacted individual twins. Of those, 1043 (83%) have agreed to participate, including both twins from 497 pairs. Twins from 14 pairs have been excluded on the basis of eligibility. Consent forms have been sent to 983 individuals and have been completed and returned by 806 individuals, including both members of 376 pairs.

- Mammograms were requested and received from 646 providers, including those from both members of 307 pairs. We have received and scanned 1319 of the 1364 mammograms from these 646 individuals.

- The protocol for scanning and assessing mammographic density has been adjusted. It has been decided that Dr. Ursin will herself read each of the scanned mammograms. We have had 2 visits from Martine Salane, each time serving to confirm readings by Dr. Ursine.

- We have had excellent cooperation, not only from twins, but from providers. No provider has refused cooperation, and only one (in New York state) refused to allow us to borrow the original mammogram, thus eliminating one pair. We have not lost track of a single film, although we did change carriers to Federal Express after concerns raised by some problems with the previous carrier.
REPORTABLE OUTCOMES
The assemblage of the research resource described under the previous heading comprises a valuable research resource.

CONCLUSIONS
None can be made until the final blind readings of the mammogram densities. There is every reason to believe that the results will provide a definitive answer to each of the questions posed by the goals, permitting mammography to be considered as a legitimate proxy outcome for purposes of short-term studies of intervention, and/or permitting mammographic density to be used as a practical quantitative guide to risk.
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